
Bat Manor Cuff
Project B1101
Designer: Megan Milliken

This pretty cuff has a classic feel with a gothic edge to it.  It features a long bat stamping curved to fit a distressed brass

cuff. 

What You'll Need

Solid Brass Flat Cuff Bracelet Base 28.5mm (1 1/8 Inch) Wide (1 Piece)

SKU: JB-2572

Project uses 1 piece

Antiqued Silver Plated Long Bat Stamping 120x16mm (1)

SKU: PND-10013

Project uses 1 piece

E6000 Industrial Strength Glue Adhesive (0.18 fl oz)

SKU: XTL-1054

Project uses 1 tube

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-2222] Vintaj Metal Relief Block For Filing, Buffing & Sanding, [XTL-0300] Jeweller's

Micro-Flame Butane Torch Self Igniting Refillable 6 Inch, [XTL-0310] Tripod With Mesh Screen

6 1/2 Inch Legs - For Heating And Soldering, [XTL-0155] Hard Wood Oval Bracelet Sizing

Bangle Mandrel Wire Wrapping Tool

Instructions

If you want to bend your cuff to adjust the size, you'll want to do it first before you shape your bat.

1. Using the oval bracelet mandrel, gently bend and shape your antique silver plated long bat stamping to fit the shape of a solid brass flat cuff bracelet. 
Try to match the shape as closely as possible so that the bat stamping slides neatly onto the front of the cuff.

2. Put the stamping aside for now, and place the cuff onto the heating tripod.  Very carefully use the micro torch on the cuff, keeping the flame moving
around the cuff, until the color goes darker.  Allow the cuff to cool entirely before you try to touch it.

3. Buff the cooled cuff with a Vintaj relief block until you are happy with the finish.

4. Slide your bat stamping onto the cuff.  Move it slightly to one side and apply some E6000 glue to the spots where the bat will sit in the center of the cuff. 
Put enough glue to stick, but not too much.  Then slide the bat into place in the center and wipe away any excess glue.

5. Allow the glue to dry thoroughly before wearing.
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